Multiscale design of perovskite on silicon band offset barrier tandem solar cells
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Abstract
A rare occurrence in the field of photovoltaics is the emergence of a new concept, an example of which is
the three terminal (3T) Selective Band Offset Barrier solar cell (3T-SBOB [1] figure 1). The novelty of the
device is delivering tandem efficiencies by preventing the transport of one carrier (holes or electrons) from
one tandem sub-cell to the other (figure 2). This yields independent quasi-Fermi level separations, and
therefore tandem solar cell efficiencies (figures 3 and 4).
The main advantages of this novel concept are, first, the lack of an intermediate conduction layer between
sub-cells as required in 3T and 4T cells, second, the lack of a tunnel junction as required for 2T cells, and
finally, the elimination of the 2T cell constant series current constraint.
This paper presents materials design principles for 3T-SBOB operation. Following these physical
requirements, multiscale progress in full 3T-SBOB structure design on materials, electronic, and optical
fronts for prototype designs is presented. The tandem structures considered are a silicon interdigitated back
contact (IBC) bottom solar cell [2], an SBOB layer, and finally a perovskite (PSC) top cell.
The multiscale elements of this design work range from modelling at three scales. The first is twodimensional device scale modelling using Silvaco software. The second scale consists of integrated
materials properties modelling, which are developed and where possible validated by experimental data. A
third scale is optical modelling complementing the electrical and materials modelling.
The structures considered are non optimum, consisting of the first materials envisaged at the design
demonstration stage. As such, the IBC structure is a non-optimum untextured planar n-type design. The
PSC structure is a simple three-layer design with PTAA [4] hole transport, a methylammonium lead
triiodide (MAPI) perovskite absorber, and a SnO2 [5] electron transport layer contacting the IBC.
The work presented consists of IBCs with planar front surfaces in order to focus on materials and optical
properties, and validation of materials properties obtained from DFT modelling, yields the optimisation of
the multilayer stack optical properties. This lays the foundations of multiscale optimisation of the 3T-SBOB
device from electronic, optical, and materials perspectives.
Following this methodology, shortcomings of the prototype structure are identified, and routes towards
optimised materials and structures proposed as evaluted within the H2020 Solar-ERANET project
BOBTANDEM [6].
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Figure 1 Three terminal band offset barrier tandem
solar layer (3T-SBOB). The absorber in this work is
perovskite.

Figure 2 Numerical simulation of the band
structure of the spectrum 3T-SBOB device
under one sun illumination. The band offset in
the valence band prevents hole transport.
Independent quasi-Fermi level separations form
in the top and bottom cells.

Figure 3 Current flow lines over the device for a
thick IBC. The PSC is not resolved at this scale.
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Figure 4 A zoom showing only the hole current
flowlines over the top section of the 3T-SBOB.
The IBC holes are seen to be repelled by the
SBOB. Holes in the top cell are collected at the
front contact.

